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Description
OBJECT OF THE INVENTION
[0001] The present invention has as its object a high
safety, modular system for provisionally supporting working railway tracks during under-track works, according to
the preamble of claim 1.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION
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[0002] Said modular system provides a given railway
track section with added consistency and stability during
the works possibly having to be carried out under it, such
as an underpass, a tunnel being designed to replace a
level crossing, a pedestrian crossing, a ductway passage, etc., in such a way as to allow this railway track to
be equally operable for the circulation and transit of trains
under the same working conditions it had before the start
of the works, with no need for the trains circulating on
the railway track to effect a special manoeuvre of some
kind while traversing said section or to make important
or very limitative speed reductions.
[0003] The present invention has been accomplished
in response to the need to assure the proper stability,
consistency and strength of a railway track section during
the works possibly being carried out in the ground being
situated under that railway track section for the purpose
of replacing a level crossing or of carrying out a pedestrian crossing, ductways, new infrastructures, etc.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0004] Along the length of a railway track of any kind
it is always necessary to carry out works of some kind in
the ground spanning the railway track gauge. This is most
usually necessary when setting out to build underpasses
under the railway track, to replace a level crossing, to
build a drain tunnel inferiorly crossing the railway track,
a pedestrian crossing, ductways, etc.
[0005] As a consequence of that the. train must slow
down when traversing said section in order to assure the
necessary safety when so doing, taking into account its
own weight, the vibrations it generates when passing,
etc. On some occasions it is even necessary to discontinue the active use of said section.
[0006] Different systems have been available so far
for carrying out underpasses under the railway track, repairing the ballast bed, and generally carrying out jobs
or operations of any kind requiring to leave the railway
track rails without a supporting base.
[0007] The best known system, as shown in ES 2 024
817, consists in forming rail bundles being parallel to the
railway track and inferiorly connected by a tie member
or rail section and clamps being made of steel plate with
wedges or of two loops being formed with steel rods being
upperly welded to a tubular member and thus clamping
the rail bundle assembly and the transverse rail. The sys-
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tem uses the used rail but is very hard to implement and
requires a great amount of labour as well as long intervals
with no train circulation and a very restrictive train speed
limitation lasting several weeks, all this resulting in a very
cost-intensive system.
[0008] There are other systems, as known from ITT0-950 147A, using beams having a given length and
thus creating a complete discontinuity between the different modules and thus forcing to create intermediary
supports being difficult to execute and maintain, the reinforcements for each rail of the railway track being also
independent, the assembly therefore loosing rigidity and
hence requiring a bigger number of supporting and joining parts.
[0009] There are other systems doing without both the
longitudinal and transversal reinforcement of the railway
track, said systems merely supporting said track by
means of a set of hydraulic jacks being mounted on sliding carriages having to be introduced together with the
structure of the underpass in a rapid operation, the railway track being hence merely supported on an unstable
assembly with unprotected work sides and in a risky situation as regards the safety of the trains.
[0010] The aforementioned drawbacks have been totally obviated by means of the system of the present invention, said system providing a higher safety for the
railway thanks to the higher strength of the system elements and to the higher rigidity and consistency of their
mutual assemblage, the railway track with said system
being besides in a position to be used with lower limitations as to the speed of the trains, supporting higher dynamic loads and requiring a shorter time for installing and
removing the system.
[0011] The modular system of the present invention
comprises loadbearing crossbeams that have been
formed with a special shape in order to fulfil their function
as the members being designed to bear and transmit the
loads being imposed by the railway, said crossbeams
incorporating special elements being designed to establish a linkage with the longitudinally reinforcing or staying
beams, said elements being lowerable in order to thus
allow to install said loadbearing crossbeams by simply
removing the ballast existing between the crossties of
the railway track without affecting the ballast underlying
said crossties, so that the function of these latter is not
affected during the assembly operations, and they don’t
need to be replaced with others as in the case of the
known systems, it being even possible to immediately
replace the ballast between the track crossties and the
special crossbeams of the supporting structure without
the passage of the trains being affected by this operation
in the installation and removal stages, and also without
affecting the safety during said passage of the trains or
the travelling speed along the line, said loadbearing
crossbeams being fit to be used with all types of railway
tracks with any track gauge and any crosstie type and
even in bend sections.
[0012] This is a modular system that can hence be
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installed to span any track length to be reinforced in such
a way that all its elements are reusable, this eliminating
the costs being related with the auxiliary works and other
elements having to be wrecked or disposed of after having been used.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0013] The high safety, modular system for provisionally supporting railway tracks during under-track works
being the object of the present invention is essentially
characterised in that it comprises a plurality of loadbearing crossbeams being arranged in an inferior and transversal arrangement with respect to the railway track rails,
said loadbearing crossbeams being parallel to the crossties and arranged at their same level, and a number of
pairs of longitudinal staying beams being arranged in a
parallel arrangement with respect to the railway track rails
in at least the middle area between them and at both their
sides, said staying beams resting on the plurality of loadbearing crossbeams and being securely attached to
them, said plurality of loadbearing crossbeams being provided with means for securely fastening the railway track
tie plates, the plurality of loadbearing crossbeams and
the number of pairs of staying beams being joined together by means of steel blocks being lowerable in order
to facilitate the assembly and dismantling operations,
said blocks being provided with mutually orthogonal,
drilled holes being fit to receive respective bolts for the
attachment of the loadbearing crossbeams and the staying beams, the assembly being made up of said plurality
of loadbearing crossbeams being arranged in a transversal arrangement with respect to the railway track rails
and of longitudinal staying beams making up a grid being
able to support the railway track rails and transmitting
the railway loads to the ground and/or some intermediary
supports.
[0014] The loadbearing crossbeams supporting and
fastening the railway track rails have an asymmetric double-T cross-section and are formed by two asymmetric
double-T sections having a common lower flange, said
loadbearing crossbeams being provided with slots extending through the upper flange for fastening the railway
track rail tie plates by means of fasteners, with drilled
holes extending through the web for receiving the lower
bolt extending through the bearing blocks, with reinforcing members being arranged at the web in the drilled
area for absorbing the stresses, and with a housing for
the bearing blocks in the lowered position in order to facilitate the introduction of the loadbearing crossbeam
from underneath the railway track rails.
[0015] The longitudinally staying beams consist in sections being arranged by pairs and in a parallel arrangement with respect to the track rails, said staying beams
hence consisting in three pairs of sections being situated
in the middle area and at both sides of the railway track
rails, said sections being provided with drilled holes extending through the web in each pair of sections for re-
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ceiving the bolts transmitting the stresses between the
bearing blocks and the beams.
[0016] The bearing blocks are parallelepipedic members having a square base and being provided with two
mutually orthogonal drilled holes for receiving the connecting bolts, and with an upper tab for properly aligning
the flanges of the staying beams.
[0017] These and other features will be best made apparent by the following detailed description whose understanding will be made easier by the accompanying
three sheets of explanatory drawings showing a practical
embodiment being cited only by way of illustrative example not limiting the scope of the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0018]
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Fig. 1 is a plan-view illustrating the modular system
of the invention once having been joined, assembled
and placed at the railway track. Fig. 1A is a larger
scale detail view of Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a plan-view illustrating the loadbearing
crossbeam.
Fig. 4 is a transversal view of the railway track illustrating the loadbearing crossbeam in an elevational
view with the block sets in a lowered position allowing
to introduce said loadbearing crossbeam from underneath the railway track, the former having been
positioned under the latter.
Fig. 5 is a view being similar to Fig. 4 and illustrating
the loadbearing crossbeam being shown in an elevational view and incorporating three pairs of staying
beams being bolt-joined by means of the vertically
positioned block sets, said loadbearing crossbeam
having been positioned under the railway track and
having the bolts in their respective places. Fig. 5A is
a detail view of the bearing blocks.
Fig. 6 is a view being similar to Fig. 5 and illustrating
the loadbearing crossbeam being shown in an elevational view, the three pairs of staying beams being
shown here having been secured and fastened with
the block sets in an upright position, said loadbearing
crossbeam having been positioned under the railway
track, the bolts having been placed and tightened.
Fig. 7 is a perspective and fragmentary view illustrating the modular system of the invention in its assembled state and showing a loadbearing crossbeam and three pairs of fragmentary staying beams
with the block sets and the tightening screws.
Figs. 8 and 9 are each a fragmentary view with a
different perspective angle illustrating the mutual relationship in the arrangement of the staying beams,
the loadbearing crossbeams, the block sets and the
bolts.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION
[0019] According to the drawings the high safety, modular system for provisionally supporting working railway
tracks during under-track works being the object of the
present invention has been devised in order to impart an
added strength, solidity, consistency and stability to a
railway track section having been singled out for carrying
out works in the ground being situated underneath said
railway track section.
[0020] As can be appreciated in Figs. 1 and 2 the modular system of the invention comprises an assembly of
loadbearing crossbeams -VC- being arranged in a transversal and perpendicular arrangement with respect to
the railway track rails -V1- and -V2-, said loadbearing
crossbeams having been joined with pairs of staying
beams -VA- being parallel to the track rails -V1- and -V2-.
The joining of the transversal loadbearing crossbeams
-VC- with the longitudinal staying beams -VA- is carried
out by means of a bearing block set -JN- (see the figures).
[0021] With respect to the train rails -V1- and -V2- the
loadbearing crossbeams -VC- are positioned as if they
were crossties -T- of the original track section, that is to
say that they are perpendicular to the track rails - Vl- and
-V2-, are situated under them, and are parallel to the
crossties -T- and occupy the space existing between the
very crossties -T- but with no contact with them, as can
be appreciated in Figs. 1 and 2.
[0022] The loadbearing crossbeams -VC- consist in
composite sections with various types of loadbearing
cross-section and with auxiliary arrangements such as
oblong holes -1- for fastening the railway track rails -V1and -V2- by means of the corresponding tie plates -2-,
and openings - 3- for fixing the steel blocks -JN- and
attaching the pairs of longitudinal staying beams -VA-,
-VA- to the loadbearing crossbeams.
[0023] The loadbearing crossbeams -VC- have an
asymmetric double-T under-track cross-section whose
central and end sections are formed by two asymmetric
double-T shapes having a common lower flange, and
they have the drilled holes -1- in the upper flange for
fastening the tie plates -2- for the track rails -V1-/-V2with screws -4-, said drilled holes being oblong holes for
allowing to carry out the positioning in the bent track sections and to thus compensate the curvature of the bend,
said loadbearing crossbeams also having drilled holes
-5- being provided in the web for the introduction of the
lower bolt -B’- into the bearing blocks -JN-, and reinforcing members -6- being provided at the web in the area
of the drilled hole -5- in order to absorb the shearing
stresses, and intermediary sections -7- for the transmission of the stresses through an overlapping arrangement
of the webs, said loadbearing crossbeams also having a
housing -8- for the bearing block -JN- in the lowered position in order to facilitate the introduction of the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- from underneath the track rails
-V1- and -V2-. Said loadbearing crossbeams additionally
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incorporate a dual electric insulation (not shown) in order
to prevent a communication between both track rails.
[0024] As for the bearing blocks -JN- (see Fig. 5A),
they consist in a steel member having the shape of a
parallelepiped with a square base and being provided
with two circular drilled holes -9a- and -9b- being perpendicular to each other, said drilled holes being fit to receive
the lower and upper connecting bolts -B’- and -B-, said
blocks also having an upper tab -10- for the proper alignment of the flanges of the pair of staying beams -VA-,
-VA-, and a drilled hole for fastening the lower bolt by
means of a screw.
[0025] The longitudinal staying beams -VA-, -VA- being arranged in pairs in their turn consist in respective
reinforced, industrial sections being arranged in a parallel
arrangement with respect to the track rails -V1- and -V2and in three pairs, i.e. a central one on the track axis,
and two lateral pairs at the sides of the track rails in the
outside area, said staying beams -VA- having modular
lengths being multiples of a fixed number so as to thus
allow to form stiffening members of different lengths with
the smallest number of parts being together and arranged
in an alternated arrangement between beams so as to
thus maintain the biggest loadbearing cross-section for
the assembly, a cross-section being reinforced by strips
-11- at the flanges in the area of each beam which coincides with the joint with that forming the pair with it, drilled
holes in the web of the beams for receiving the bolts -Band -B’- being provided for transmitting the stresses between the bearing blocks -JN- and the loadbearing crossbeams -VC-, bearing strips on the inner side of the flanges for shortening the working span of the load transmitting
bolts, brackets for reinforcing the load transmission area,
and clamping screws -12- between the flanges for joining
each pair of staying beams thereby counteracting the
torsional stresses.
[0026] These block sets -JN- (Fig. 5A) are fit to join the
loadbearing crossbeams -VC- and the pairs of staying
beams -VA- together, and they are lowerable as can be
seen in Fig. 4 so as to thus allow to pass and place the
loadbearing crossbeams -VC- from underneath the train
rails -V1- and -V2- and between the crossties -T- (Figs.
1 and 2).
[0027] As has been said, the system assembly and
placement process starts with the introduction and placement of the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- from underneath the track rails -V1- and -V2- and in a perpendicular
arrangement with respect to these latter and in a parallel
arrangement with respect to each other and to the crossties and between the spaces of the crossties -T-, for such
a purpose previously removing the ballast existing between the crossties -T- (Figs. 1 and 2), and with the block
sets -JN- previously fit into the housings -8- being provided in the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- and in a lowered position thus allowing to pass said loadbearing
crossbeams from underneath the track rails - V1- and
-V2- (Fig. 4). Once having been placed the loadbearing
crossbeams -VC- are securely attached to the track rails
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-V1- and -V2- by means of the tie plates -2-.
[0028] Once having placed the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- and having fastened them to the track rails
-V1- and -V2- one proceeds to position the pairs of staying beams -VA-, -VA-. Initially the staying beams -VAare placed in three pairs in a stable manner and without
fastening them on the loadbearing crossbeams -VC-.
One of said pairs is placed on the central axis of the
railway track and the other two lateral pairs are situated
in the outer region adjoining the track rails -V1- and -V2as can be seen in Figs. 1, 4, 5 and 6. Each of the three
precited pairs is thereupon longitudinally shifted in parallel with the track rails -V1- and -V2- till finally bringing
them to the position where they can be joined to the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- through the intermediary of the
bearing blocks -JN- and the bolts -B- and -B’- and screws.
[0029] Once already having placed the staying beams
-VA- in the position where they can be joined to the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- the block sets -JN- are placed
in an upright position (Figs. 5, 6, 8 and 9) and the bolts
-Bare then passed through them, said bolts also extending through the web of the staying beams -VA- (Figs. 5,
7, 8 and 9) and thus fixing the relative position between
the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- and the staying beams
-VA-.
[0030] Once having fixed the relative position between
the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- and the staying beams
-VA- with the passage of the bolts -B- one proceeds to
securely fasten the staying beams -VA- to the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- by means of the respectively transversal and longitudinal clamping screws -12- and -13-,
respectively, as can be appreciated in Figs. 6 and 7, thus
then forming the definitive loadbearing configuration of
the system of Figs. 1 and 2.
[0031] For the dismantling process the assembly process is followed in reverse order. The clamping screws
-12- and the bolts -B-, -B’- between the loadbearing
crossbeams - VC- and the staying beams -VA- are firstly
removed. The staying beams -VA- are thereupon removed and the block sets -JN- are then lowered in order
to remove the loadbearing crossbeams -VC-, and the
ballast between the crossties -T- for the track rails -V1and -V2- is finally reinstalled.
[0032] The load transmission system is especially designed so that the assembly being made up of all the
elements forms a grid being able to support the track rails
-V1- and -V2- and transmitting the railway loads to the
ground or some intermediary supports and thus allowing
to clear an empty space under the track rails -V1- and
-V2- as necessary in order to carry out works for creating
new infrastructures or maintaining the existing ones.
[0033] The function of the crossties -T- is not affected
during the assembly operations, and they don’t need to
be replaced with others as in the case of other known
systems, it being even possible to immediately reinstall
the ballast between the track crossties -T- and the special
supporting beams (the loadbearing crossbeams -VC- )
without for such a purpose affecting the passage of the
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trains in the assembly and disassembly stages or the
traversing safety or the travelling speed along the line,
the system of the invention being fit to be used with all
kinds of railway tracks with any track gauge and any
crosstie type and even in bend areas, all elements being
easily assemblable and disassemblable as well as reusable thanks to their modular distribution to cope with any
track length to be strengthened and supported, the cost
for restoring the normal track conditions being hence lower. The crossties do not need to be reinstalled because
they remain in position from the start.
[0034] With the system of the present invention an inertia increase is obtained in all of the loadbearing sections
of the system, this allowing to clear bigger empty spaces
under the track for carrying out the works being planed
in order to build and maintain infrastructures as necessary, the system also allowing to obtain a more secure
fastening between the elements and a better packing of
the track and as such acquiring a higher rigidity and consistency, so that the joint cooperation of the elements
allows to increase the load distribution thereby reducing
the stress concentration as well as the strains.
[0035] The invention can be put into practice in other
embodiments differing only in detail from the one having
been described above only by way of example, said other
embodiments and modifications falling within the scope
of the protection being sought, as described by the appended claims..
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A high safety, modular system for provisionally supporting working railway tracks during under-track
works, said modular system being of the type consisting in a number of rails (VA) being parallel to the
railway track and inferiorly connected to the railway
track rails (V1/V2) by a rail section or transverse loadbearing crossmember (VC), said assembly being
made up of the rails and the loadbearing crossmember being solidly held together by means of clamps;
said modular system being characterised in that it
comprises a plurality of loadbearing crossbeams
(VC) being arranged in an inferior and transversal
arrangement with respect to the railway track rails
(V1, V2), said loadbearing crossbeams being parallel to the crossties (T) and arranged at their same
level, and a number of pairs of longitudinal staying
beams (VA, VA) being arranged in a parallel arrangement with respect to the railway track rails (V1, V2)
in at least the middle area between them and at both
their sides, said staying beams resting on the plurality of loadbearing crossbeams (VC) and being securely attached to them, said plurality of loadbearing
crossbeams (VC) being provided with means (1, 4)
for securely fastening the tie plates (2) for the railway
track rails (V1, V2), the plurality of loadbearing crossbeams (VC) and the number of pairs of staying
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beams (VA, VA) being joined together by means of
steel blocks (JN) being lowerable in order to facilitate
the assembly and dismantling operations, said
blocks being provided with mutually orthogonal,
drilled holes (9a, 9b) being fit to receive respective
bolts (B’, B) for the attachment of the loadbearing
crossbeams (VC) and the staying beams (VA), the
assembly being made up of said plurality of loadbearing crossbeams (VC) being arranged in a transversal arrangement with respect to the railway track
rails (V1, V2) and of longitudinal staying beams (VA,
VA) making up a grid being able to support the railway track rails (V1, V2) and transmitting the railway
loads to the ground and/or some intermediary supports.
2.

A modular system as per claim 1, characterised in
that the loadbearing crossbeams (VC) supporting
and fastening the railway track rails (V1, V2) have
an asymmetric double-T cross-section and are
formed by two asymmetric double-T sections having
a common lower flange, said loadbearing crossbeams being provided with slots (1) extending
through the upper flange for fastening the tie plates
(2) for the railway track rails (V1, V2) by means of
fasteners (4), with drilled holes (5) extending through
the web for receiving the lower bolt (B’) extending
through the bearing blocks (JN), with reinforcing
members (6) being arranged at the web in the area
having the drilled holes (5) for absorbing the stresses, and with a housing (8) for the bearing blocks (JN)
in the lowered position in order to facilitate the introduction of the loadbearing crossbeam (VC) from underneath the railway track rails (V1, V2).

Patentansprüche
1.

Hochsicheres Baukastensystem zur vorläufigen Abstützung von befahrenen Schienenfahrbahnen während der Durchführung von Arbeiten unter der Fahrbahn, wobei das vorerwähnte Baukastensystem
vom Typ ist, der aus einer Reihe von sich zur Schienenfahrbahn parallel erstreckenden, von unten
durch einen Schienenabschnitt bzw. ein lastaufnehmendes Querglied (VC) mit den Eisenbahnschienen
(V1, V2) verbundenen Schienen (VA) besteht, wobei
die aus den Schienen und dem lastaufnehmenden
Querglied bestehende Gesamtanordnung durch
Klammern fest zusammengehalten wird; wobei das
obengenannte Baukastensystem dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, das es eine Vielzahl von in bezug
auf die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) in einer unteren
und querliegenden Anordnung angeordneten lastaufnehmenden Querbalken (VC), wobei die vorgenannten Querbalken sich parallel zu den Querschwellen (T) erstrecken und auf derselben Ebene
wie diese letzteren angeordnet sind, und eine Reihe
von sich längsstreckenden, in paralleler Anordnung
in bezug auf die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) und
mindestens im Mittenbereich zwischen diesen letzteren und zu beiden Seiten derselben angeordneten
Verstrebungsbalken (VA, VA) umfaßt, wobei die vorgenannten Verstrebungsbalken auf der Vielzahl von
lastaufnehmenden Querbalken (VC) abgestützt und
fest mit denen verbunden sind, wobei die lastaufnehmenden Querbalken (VC) der vorgenannten
Vielzahl mit Mitteln (1, 4) zur festen Verbindung der
Auflageplatten (2) für die Eisenbahnschienen (V1,
V2) versehen sind, wobei die lastaufnehmenden
Querbalken (VC) der vorgenannten Vielzahl und die
Verstrebunsbalkenpaare (VA, VA) der vorgenannten Reihe miteinender durch zur Erleichterung der
Montage- und Demontagevorgänge nach unten
schwenkabare Stahlklötze (JN) verbunden sind, wobei die vorgenannten Klötze mit Bohrungen (9a, 9b)
versehen sind, die sich in gegenseitig rechtwinkliger
Anordnung befinden und jeweilige Bolzen (B’, B) zur
Verbindung der lastaufnehmenden Querbalken
(VC) und der Verstrebungsbalken (VA) aufnehmen,
wobei die aus der vorgenannten Vielzahl von in bezug auf die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) in querliegender Anordnung angeordneten, lastaufnehmenden Querbalken (VC) und von sich längsstreckenden Verstrebungsbalken (VA, VA) bestehende Gesamtanordnung einen Balkenrost bildet, der dazu
imstande ist, die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) abzustützen und die Eisenbahnlasten auf den Boden
bzw. auf etwaige Zwischenauflagen zu übertragen.

2.

Baukastensystem nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die die Eisenbahnschienen (V1,
V2) abstützenden und befestigenden lastaufnehmenden Querbalken (VC) einen unsymmetrischen
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3.

4.

A modular system as per claims 1 and 2, characterised in that the longitudinally staying beams (VA,
VA) consist in sections being arranged by pairs and
in a parallel arrangement with respect to the track
rails (V1, V2), said staying beams hence consisting
in three pairs of sections being situated in the middle
area and at both sides of the railway track rails (V1,
V2), said sections being provided with drilled holes
extending through the web in each pair of sections
for receiving the bolts (B) transmitting the stresses
between the bearing blocks (JN) and the beams
(VC/VA).
A modular system as per claims 1, 2 and 3, characterised in that the bearing blocks (JN) are parallelepipedic members having a square base and being
provided with two mutually orthogonal drilled holes
(9a, 9b) for receiving the connecting bolts (B, B’),
and with an upper tab (10) for properly aligning the
flanges of the staying beams (VA).
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Doppel-T-Querschnitt haben und von zwei unsymmetrischen Doppel-T-Profilen gebildet sind, die einen gemeinsamen unteren Schenkel haben, wobei
die vorgenannten lastaufnehmenden Querbalken
mit sich durch den oberen Schenkel erstreckenden
und zur durch Befestigungsmittel (4) durchzuführenden Befestigung der Auflageplatten (2) für die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) dienenden Langlöchern (1),
mit sich durch den Steg erstreckenden, zur Aufnahme des unteren, sich durch die Halteklötze (JN) erstreckenden Bolzens (B’) bestimmten Bohrungen
(5), mit am Steg im mit den Bohrungen (5) versehenen Bereich angeordneten, zur Kraftaufnahme bestimmten Verstärkungselementen (6) und mit einer
die Halteklötze (JN) in der nach unten geschwenkten
Lage zur Erleichterung der Einführung des lastaufnehmenden Querbalkens (VC) von unterhalb der Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) aufnehmenden Aufnahme (8) versehen sind.

re étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend une pluralité de traverses de support de charge (VC) étant
disposées en agencement inférieur et transversal
par rapport aux rails (V1, V2) de la voie ferrée, lesdites traverses de support de charge étant parallèles
aux longrines (T) et agencées à leur même niveau,
et une pluralité de paires de poutres d’étayage (VA,
VA) longitudinales étant disposées en agencement
parallèle par rapport aux rails (V1, V2) de la voie
ferrée en au moins la zone moyenne entre eux et à
leurs côtés, lesdites poutres d’étayage s’appuyant
sur la pluralité de traverses de support de charge
(VC) et étant solidaires d’elles, ladite pluralité de traverses de support de charge étant munie de moyens
(1, 4) pour fixer les plaques d’assise (2) pour les rails
(V1, V2) de la voie ferrée, la pluralité de traverses
de support de charge (VC) et le nombre de paires
de poutres d’étayage (VA, VA) étant unies entre elles
au moyen de noix en acier (JN) étant rabattables
pour faciliter les opérations d’assemblage et démontage, lesdites noix étant munies de trous percés (9a,
9b) mutuellement orthogonaux et aptes à recevoir
respectifs boulons (B’, B) pour l’union mutuelle des
traverses de support de charge (VC) et des poutres
d’étayage (VA), l’ensemble étant formé par ladite
pluralité de traverses de support de charge (VC)
étant disposées en agencement transversal par rapport aux rails (V1, V2) de la voie ferrée et par les
poutres d’étayage (VA, VA) longitudinales formant
un treillis étant capable de supporter les rails (V1,
V2) de la voie ferrée et transmettant les charges du
chemin de fer au sol et/ou à des supports intermédiaires.
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3.

Baukastensystem nach Anspruch 1 und 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß die sich längsstreckenden
Verstrebungsbalken (VA, VA) aus paarweise in paralleler Anordnung in bezug auf die Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) angeordneten Profilen bestehen, wobei
die vorgenannten Verstrebungsbalken dementsprechend aus drei im Mittenbereich und zu beiden Seiten der Eisenbahnschienen (V1, V2) sich befindenden Paaren von Profilen bestehen, wobei die vorgenannten Profilen mit sich durch den Steg in jedem
Paar von Profilen zur Aufnahme der die Kräfte zwischen den Halteklötzen (JN) und den Balken
(VC/VA) übertragenden Bolzen (B) erstreckenden
Bohrungen versehen sind.
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4.

Baukastensystem nach Anspruch 1, 2 und 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Halteklötze (JN)
quaderförmige Elemente sind, die eine viereckige
Basis haben und mit zwei sich in gegenseitig rechtwinkliger Anordnung befindenden, zur Aufnahme
der Verbindungsbolzen (B, B’) bestimmten Bohrungen (9a, 9b) und mit einem oberen Fortsatz (10) zur
korrekten Ausrichtung der Schenkel der Verstrebungsbalken (VA) versehen sind.

2.

Système modulaire, d’après la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que les traverses de support de
charge (VC) supportant et fixant les rails (V1, V2) de
la voie ferrée présentent une section asymétrique
en double T et sont formées par deux profilés asymétriques en double T ayant une aile inférieure commune, lesdites traverses de support de charge étant
munies de fentes (1) s’étendant à travers de l’aile
supérieure pour fixer les plaques d’assise (2) pour
les rails (V1, V2) de la voie ferrée au moyen d’éléments de fixation (4), de trous percés (5) s’étendant
à travers de l’âme pour recevoir le boulon inférieur
(B’) s’étendant à travers des noix de support (JN),
d’éléments de renfort (6) étant agencés sur l’âme
dans la zone ayant les trous percés (5) pour abosorber les efforts, et d’un logement (8) pour les noix de
support (JN) dans la position rabattue en bas à fin
de faciliter l’introduction de la traverse de support de
charge (VC) dès dessous les rails (V1, V2) de la voie
ferrée.

3.

Système modulaire, d’après les revendications 1 et
2, caractérisé en ce que les poutres d’étayage longitudinal (VA, VA) consistent en des profilés étant
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Revendications
1.

Système modulaire de haute sécurité pour supporter
provisoirement des voies de chemin de fer opérantes
pendant les travaux sous voie, ledit système modulaire étant du type consistant en une pluralité de rails
(VA) parallèles à la voie ferrée et inférieurement connectés aux rails (V1/V2) de la voie ferrée par un tronçon de rail ou membre transversal de support de
charge (VC), ledit ensemble formé par les rails et le
membre transversal de support de charge étant solidarisé au moyen de brides ; ledit système modulai-
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disposés par paires et en agencement parallèle par
rapport aux rails (V1, V2) de la voie, lesdites poutres
d’étayage consistant donc en trois paires de profilés
étant situées dans la zone moyenne et aux deux
côtés des rails (V1, V2) de la voie ferrée, lesdits profilés étant munis de trous percés s’étendant à travers
de l’âme dans chaque paire de profilés pour recevoir
les boulons (B) transmettant les efforts entre les noix
de support (JN) et les poutres (VC/VA).

5

10

4.

Système modulaire, d’après les revendications 1, 2
et 3, carctérisé en ce que les noix de support (JN)
sont des éléments parallélépipédiques ayant une
base carrée et étant munis de deux trous percés
mutuellement orthogonaux (9a, 9b) pour recevoir les
boulons de connexion (B, B’), et d’un onglet supérieur (10) pour aligner correctement les ailes des
poutres d’étayage (VA).
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